Unified Firmware Platform (UFP) allows Canon third generation imageRUNNER ADVANCE,
imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX and imagePRESS Lite models to be updated with cuttingedge features, new functionality, and enhanced security measures on an ongoing basis.

Security

•

Common source code for firmware development for
models within the third generation imageRUNNER
ADVANCE, imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX and
imagePRESS Lite product families.

•

Allows for version upgrades, including additional
functionality, to existing models.

•

Helps to continue to increase the value of the device
by contributing to continuous feature improvement.

•

All supported models can be updated to the latest
version of the Unifed Firmware Platform to utilize the
latest features at no additional cost.

Consistency

Solutions Integration

Additional Value

More than 500 feature updates delivered
through UFP since its inception in 2016!

These are just a few examples of features that have been
added by Unified Firmware Platform.
Improved OCR Accuracy
Improved optical character recognition
of letters on dark backgrounds for more
accurate scanning.

Visual Message
A unique message can be displayed over the
screen to act as a screensaver or pop-up in
order to communicate information to the user.

Microsoft Universal Print
Native support for this cloud-based print
solution that enables simple and secure
printing experiences, while reducing time and
effort for IT.

My ADVANCE Synchronization
Personalized settings can be synchronized
with multiple devices on the network. If you
change a personal setting on one device, it will
automatically update on your other devices.

SIEM System Integration
Integrates with third party SIEM systems to
alert administrators of potentials threats.

Hot Folders
Drag and drop a file into the hot folder, and
it can automatically print with pre-defined
settings such as number of copies and finishing
requirements.
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